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From Old to New
A façade is not just a means of decoration, but is also a protective 
shield for every building. As such, it is exposed to many different 
environmental stresses on a daily basis, which can leave their mark 
over time. From sun-induced colour fading to deep cracks and algae 
or mould infestations, there are many different factors that can rob a 
façade of its initial shine and prevent it from functioning properly. 

Whatever the reason, Baumit has the right system solution for every 
renovation. Starting with professional substrate preparation right 
through to the final coat of Baumit façade paints or render.

It’s all about the base
In order to ensure that the topcoat adheres securely, the substrate 
must be sufficiently sound, dry, stable and free of dust and frost. The 
substrate must therefore be assessed before the start of the painting 
work and any necessary substrate preparation must be carried out to 
bring it up to the required standard.

Baumit MultiPrimer, water-vapour-permeable primer for stabilising 
mineral and organic surfaces.  Remove algae and mould with Baumit 
FungoFluid. Baumit ReClean, a concentrated biodegradable cleaning 
agent with strong cleaning and grease removal power for all renders.  
Baumit ReCompact primer for stabilising sandy, powdery mineral 
plasters.

Beautiful and individual façades 
to last a lifetime

  Quick
  Easy
  Beautiful

  Filling
  Quick & easy
  Shining new 

  Fast
  Flexible
  Durable

  Strong
  Extremely long-lasting
  Premium Solution

PREMIUM
SOLUTION

NO CRACKS CRACKS > 0.5 mmCRACKS < 0.5 mm

With render:Without render:

Refresh the façade 

Give your house a quick and easy 
facelift with a fresh coat of paint. 
Baumit premium products are 
easy and quick to apply with a 
perfect constant texture.
Premium colours offer protection 
against organic contaminants, 
provide active self-cleaning of the 
surface and keep the colour of the 
façade long-lasting, beautiful and 
vibrant. 

Cracks smaller than 0.5mm 
Visual renovation
Over time hairline cracks can 
appear in the facade that can 
allow water to penetrate, which 
can then freeze in the winter, 
resulting in far greater damage. 

Cracks smaller than 0.5 mm 
can be simply filled with Baumit 
FlexaColor and finished with 
two coats of one of Baumit’s 
high-quality façade paints. We 
recommend the self-cleaning 
Baumit NanoporColor or the 
water resistant Baumit StarTop 
silicone resin render for increased 
protection against algae and 
mould.

Cracks greater than 0.5mm  
Standard renovation
For larger cracks that are clearly 
visible to the naked eye, immediate 
action is required, as the larger the 
crack, the more water can penetrate 
and cause long-term damage to the 
structure. 

Baumit’s MultiContact MC55,  
thanks to its innovative formula,  
is water-repellent and flexible, 
making it the ideal reinforcing 
mortar. Use with Baumit StarTex 
textile-glass mesh. You can 
texture Baumit MultiContact like a 
conventional render and then add 
the finishing touch to your façade 
with one of Baumit’s high-quality 
paints.

Cracks greater than 0.5mm  
Premium renovation
This premium solution is a high-
class renovation solution that 
provides lasting protection against 
the most common mechanical 
and environmental influences. 
Giving you the best result for your 
façade so that you won’t have to 
worry about fading, dirt or cracks 
again for many years to come.

Reinforce your façade with Baumit 
MultiContact MC55 or Baumit 
StarContact White and Baumit 
StarTex mesh. 

For a topcoat, instead of a Baumit 
colour façade paint, you can then 
apply one of the high-quality 
exterior renders, such as Baumit 
NanoporTop or Baumit SilikonTop.

Baumit FlexaColor
  High coverage
  Crack-bridging
  Highly flexible

Silicon resin reinforced, flexible façade 
paint, with excellent coverage. Suitable 
for covering cracks up to 0.5mm, 
without the requirement for filling. 

Baumit PremiumPrimer
  Reduces absorption
  Optimum topcoat application
  For a superior quality finish

Universal substrate primer. Use to 
prepare a surface prior to applying 
render or paint to reduce absorption 
and for better application. The primer 
ensures excellent application and 
texture of the final topcoat. 

Baumit MultiContact MC55W
  Universal topcoat
  Strong bond
  For all mineral substrates

Natural-white, fibre-reinforced multi-
purpose bonding mortar. A universal 
topcoat, also suitable as a remediating 
plaster, adhesive and basecoat. For all 
mineral substrates. 
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All at 
a click.
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t: +44 (0)1622 710 763
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Unit 2 Westmead, New Hythe Lane, 
Aylesford, Maidstone, Kent, ME20 6XJ


